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install and configure Autodesk products. AutoCAD provides the ability to drag and drop files and
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"created_at": "2015-02-27T22:28:57.724108", "description": "a small javascript DOM traversal lib.",
"fork": false, "full_name": "jayunit100/jsdom", "language": "JavaScript", "updated_at":

"2015-02-27T23:43:42.708960" }The present invention relates generally to magnetic disk drives,
and more particularly, to reading prerecorded servo tracks written on magnetic disk data storage

media. Magnetic disk data storage media conventionally include a plurality of tracks, with data being
stored in the tracks along concentric or spiral paths. Servo information can be written to the
magnetic disk by a dedicated servo track writer (STW). In one manner of writing the servo

information, the servo writer may include a head which moves radially or circumferentially across
the surface of the magnetic disk to write the servo information. Servo tracks written on the magnetic

disk are used by servo control circuitry for positioning the head over the centerline of the track,
reading magnetic transitions of the track in order to obtain timing information to maintain the head
over the centerline of the track during read/write operations, or other functions. In a high capacity
magnetic disk drive, a head may be written to a plurality of data tracks on the magnetic disk at the
same time. In one such configuration, the head may write data on one of the plurality of data tracks

and servo information on a second of the plurality of data tracks in the same step. To achieve
maximum storage capacity in a given form factor, the head is positioned as close as possible to the
surface of the magnetic disk. However, due to manufacturing tolerances, the servo information that

is written near the outer diameter of the magnetic disk may not be as accurate as the servo
information that is written near the center of the magnetic disk. In contrast to the ability to

consistently achieve accurate servo track information on the center portion of the disk, the accuracy
of servo track information at the outer diameter of the disk may vary greatly. It is c6a93da74d
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